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INTRODUCTION01.

The web3 world thrives on innovation, and as well as a sprinkle of fun. Swine 
and Dine is set to offer both with the introduction of the inseperable duo: $PIG, a 
deflationary meme jetton, and the Gluttony pigs NFT collection, both residing on 
the Ton Blockchain. This whitepaper outlines the project’s vision, tokenomics, 
NFT utility, and roadmap, aiming to create a vibrant meme-fueled community 
centered around DeFi and exclusive NFT ownership.

PROJECT VISION02.

Swine and Dine aspires to be more than just a memecoin. We aim to cultivate 
a passionate community through:

$PIG will be the lifeblood of our online presence, fueling hilarious memes 
and interactive content.

Active community members will be eligible for exclusive rewards in $PIG 
and potentially rare Gluttony Pigs NFTs.

We envision $PIG being tradable on all major TON DEX including StonFi 
and DeDust, allowing for easy swapping and potential yield generation.

Gluttony Pigs NFT will grant holders access to a vested $PIG airdrop, 
exclusive features, potential profit-sharing opportunities, and 
participation in community governance.



* TOTAL SUPPLY:

10 Billion $PIG

* TOKEN NAME:

$PIG Token ($PIG)

TOKENOMICS03.

Fuels community growth and project awareness.

Allocated for community rewards, incentivizing long-term.

Allocated for $PIG presale.

Ensures healthy token trading on DeFi exchanges.

To be vested over a period of 12 months.

Supports the core team and ongoing project development.

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION04.



GLUTTONY PIGS NFT COLLECTION05.

The Gluttony Pigs NFT collection will be a set of 555 unique digital collectibles 
featuring our adorable pig characters. Ownership of a Gluttony Pig NFT grants 
holders exclusive benefits:

Access to a private community forum and exclusive events.

Participate in shaping the future of the project through voting on key 
proposals.

Over the period of the next 12 months after the NFT mint, 30% of $PIG 
supply will be set aside for monthly distribution to our NFT holders.

Be among the first to experience new functionalities and products within 
the Swine & Dine ecosystem.

ROADMAP06.

Social media campaign initiation

Website and whitepaper release

Public token sale

Gluttony Pigs NFT mint

$PIG listing on major DEX

Community rewards program implementation

Community governance rolloutCommunity governance rollout



Swine & Dine offers a delicious blend of meme culture, jetton utility and 
exclusive NFT ownership. With a focus on community engagement and long 
term value creation, Swine & Dine is poised to become a staple in the Ton 
Blockchain ecosystem.

Join us as we rewrite the recipe for fun and rewarding Web3 experiences.

CONCLUSION07.

Meme Token TON BlockchainSwine and Dine


